
our use of language
words only have the power that we, as individuals, choose to give them. 

survivor or victim… how we choose the language we use at GINA.

terms such as victim & survivor are often used to identify individuals subjected to sexual violence &

abuse. some people identify as a victim, while others prefer the term survivor.

the term victim recognises the severity & harm inflicted by being subjected to sexual violence & abuse,

while recognising the enormity of the system individuals subjected to sexual trauma are up against. this

term is frequently used in the Criminal Justice System, but can have connotations with weakness.

the term survivor can make it feel like the trauma was in the past & no longer impacts you (we know this

is often not the case). it bears no reference to the existence of a perpetrator; for instance, when an

individual is a survivor of other types of trauma (medical, accidents etc), there is not always an individual

making an active decision to inflict harm but in the context of sexual violence & abuse, we know there is

always an individual at fault – the perpetrator/(s). survivor can feel like the wrong term for individuals

subjected to sexual trauma, who are not yet at the stage in their healing where they feel they can claim

they’ve survived it; ‘to survive’ implies a continuation to function & prosper – we know that being in a

place where this feels achievable, is not always possible.

survivor & victim can be used interchangeably; survivor can be used to empower & communicate that

you’ve been subjected to trauma, while victim can be used to describe the violence & abuse itself,

express its horrific nature & place emphasis on the crime. one does not outweigh the other & one does

not replace the other.

at GINA, we use the term survivor. we have reclaimed survivor & have chosen to repurpose it’s

meaning to ensure we use the term not as a label or for purposes of definition that limits self-

agency & identity…

but to simultaneously acknowledge the sexual violence & abuse you have been subjected to, while

denoting a sense of empowerment, strength & freedom in healing (whilst recognising that there

are times when healing is messy, there is no set definition/expectation of ‘healed’ & healing

looks/feels different for everyone). we use this term in recognition that you have been subjected to

sexual violence & abuse, but the magic that makes you you, is your power; a power which will

always remain with you (regardless of trauma), a power that is yours alone, to redefine time & time

again, & to channel into your healing at whatever time & in whichever way feels right for you.

we believe survivor does not encompass the experiences of individuals subjected to sexual

violence & abuse; we believe such trauma is incomparable & that being subjected to sexual

trauma does not define an individual. you can define on your own terms. how you feel about what

you have been subjected to & the impacts of trauma surpasses any term we could give it & goes

beyond the use of any terminology.

survivor or victim… you can be both, you can be neither & you can be more than either. 

we believe you can be more than either. we believe you are your magic (whatever your magic is & 

whatever makes you, you). we believe you define you, always. 

we recognise that the commodification of language can result in misinterpretation and/or active harm. we are yours. if you’d

like specific identification as a victim or survivor, let us know & we can do this in our direct communications with you.

however, in the absence of any preferences you convey, we’ll refer to you, as you, because we think you’re magical. we

respect your identity preferences & regardless of terminology, we believe every individual deservers the right you identify in

whichever way they wish.


